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ASYMPTOTIC BEHAVIOR AND NONOSCILLATION

OF VOLTERRA INTEGRAL EQUATIONS

AND FUNCTIONAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS1

A. F. IZE AND A. A. FREIRIA

ABSTRACT.   It is proved that if  q{t, s)p.(s)[p.(t)]~    is bounded,   i, j

- 1, 2, . . . , n,   and f(t, x, x(u(s)))  is "small",

x(u(s)) = (Xjdijfs)), x2(u2(s)), . . . , xn(un(s)))

with" u .(j) < t   and  lim u .(t) = oo,  the solutions of the integral equation

x(t) = h(t) + /q q(t, s)f(s, x(s), x(u(s))) ds

satisfy the conditions  x(t) = hit) + p{i)a(t), lim     ^ a(t) = constant where

p(t)  is a nonsingular diagonal matrix chosen in such a way that   p~\t)h(t)

is bounded.  The results contain, in particular, some results on the asymp-

totic behavior,stability and existence of nonoscillatory solutions of func-

tional differential equations.

Consider the system of Volterra integral equations

(1)       xit) = hit) + £ q(t, s)fis, xis), x(u(s)))ds + £ qit, s)gis)ds

where  h = (hy h2, ... , bj, f = if v f2, ... , fj, g = ig v g2, ... , gj are

column vectors in  E™, q = (q   ) is a  72 x 72 matrix in Euclidean 72-dimensional

space, xit) = ix^t), ... , x(\t)), xiuit)) = (x^u^t)), x2(u2(t)), . . . , xj,u (t))),

u.(t) continuous,  u{(t) <t,t>0, lim(^00 u.(t) = oo, i = 1, 2.«.

We show here that the results obtained in [2] are also true for equation

(1) which is more realistic physically; furthermore some mathematical models

arising in biology are described by equations of type (1) and, in particular, by

retarded differential equations.

We assume the hypotheses:

(Hj)   \qit)\   and   \git)\ £ L(0, c), 0 < c < «,,

(H2)  hit) is continuous for  0 < t < x>,

(H3) / £ C([0, -) x En x E", En), £" = Rn or Cn.

These conditions guarantee the local existence of continuous solutions

and continuability of each solution so long as they remain bounded; the proofs,
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as well as the proofs of Lemma 2 in [2], are the same, with small changes,

given in [7] or [8].

We assume the hypotheses:

\fi(t,x,y)l<±e..(t)\X.\Pi+te'ijAt)\yj\\
z'=l ;' = 1

eiy>0,    e'.. >0,    pjtq.>0,    i,/-1,2.zz,

(IV |x| < H,    \y\ <H,    H <oo,

J°° c..(d|p;.(/)|P'|pf(/)| -1 dt < oo,       |p.(,)| > 0,   i, j = 1, 2, ... , n,

$~ e,ij(d\pjiu)\qi\p.U)\-l*<-,

(h5) ri8I-wiip.-wi"i*<~'
(H6)  ?r(^ s)p.(s)[p;.(z)]-1   are bounded for 0 < s < t < oo,   i, j = 1, 2,

... , zz.

(H^)  (H6) is satisfied and  lim,^^ q{At, s)[p^fj]'1  exists for almost all

values of  s.

Theorem 1.  Assume, with respect to equation (1), (H.), (HJ and (H,)

and let r be the maximum of the  p., q. , i = 1, 2, . . . , n.   Then

(A) If r> 1   there exists  c > 0  depending on  r and e ■., e'.., i = 1, 2,

. . . , n,  such that  |/J.(f)[p .0)]-1| < c, i = 1, 2, .. . , «,   implies that the solu-

tions of (1) exz'sz zn [0, oo) anci? satisfy the condition x At) = h At) + a At)pit)

where  a.(t)  is bounded.   If, instead of condition (H6), (1) satisfies (tl'f) then

lim     ^ a{ (t) = a{.   Furthermore if lim      ^ h At)[p . (t)1      = h. constant, then

Timt_ao(xi(t)/pi(t)) = b. constant.

(B) // r < 1,   c can be chosen arbitrarily.

Proof.

\x.(t)\ n   \q(t,s)\\p(s)\   n p.       , \x.(s)\P'

W>f^ /»,5-n^r- ,?■ <^i Vwi-^.,*
|p As;|

f,    «    |<?.Us)||p(s)|     „ |*.(s)|*'

r = 1 |P'(/)| '-1 \PU.(s))\qi

rt   n    k,/^)|lP.U)p.U)|-l

Jo5-M^i-'«W|*
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r.    n n p. \x.(s)\   '

<«« + J0 Isl «r,wip,«l 'p/*)-1 -J—-*
'-»        /"> |p;U)|">'

r,     n             n                                     q.                        |x(s)|   '

+   Jo     Z   Cr   Z   7/s)l7("y(s))l    'IPr(s)l —i- ^

+  J0'   Z   C.|^.U)p.U)-1|rf»
r = l

*K,-+KJo     E 7;.U)|pyU)|%rU)-i £ -i—-U
\r*y=1 '"MPiWlv

y.? = i '-1 |p.(H.(s))| 7

., /   n      \xXs)\Pk\

V=1 KM 7
= F.(d.

Since  E.(f)  is monotone nondecreasing and  u.(t) <t tor every   z we have

\x.iu.it))\/\p.iu.it))] < Fiiu.it)) < Fit), i = 1, 2, . . . , 72,

but

/* \x^\Pk\     i»i*4(«t('))i*A
F;.(r) = KaO))  X     k ) + Kbit)[  y]  k   k     '

v-m^i'v     V=iiPfc<«k(i»rv

< Ka(z) £  Fk(t)Pk+Kbit)  JZ  pk^k-
fe = l fe = l

If for every &, Ffc(i) < 1, \x kit)\/\pkit)\ < FA\t) are bounded, and that is

what we ultimately want to prove, if for some   k, FAt) > 1  by [2, Lemma 3],

Z F,(/fe < »k( Z W ,     Z ^ * <» Z >7/')   .
k=l \k=l        / ifc = l \fe = l        /

p = maxfe /5fe, q = maxfe fl^.  If  r = maxip, q) then
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F'At) < nK(a(t) + bd))F(t)r

where  FU) = 2£=1 Ffe(z)  and   F'(/) < n2 K(a(t) + b(t))F(t)r.

•^• = 1 (\x^Ol/lpi.t)]) < F(t) < z(t) where z(t) is the maximal solution of

the differential equation

(2) z = n2K(a,(t) + b(t))z(t)r

with the same reasoning made in [2], it is easy to show that the solutions of

equation (2) are bounded when  r > 1   if   |z(0)| < C for  C small enough and are

globally bounded if  r < 1.

Thus in the conditions of hypothesis (HA   x .(t) = h.(t) + p.O)a.(i) where

-,     n    q ■ (t, s) n     q ■ At, s)

«,(<) = J0' Z -^- /,<*. «*>. *«'»>* + Jo Z -^ «,<*>*

is bounded and in the conditions of hypothesis (Hf) by [2, Lemma l],

lim     ^ a At) = constant.

Remark 1. The results above are also true for the more general integral

equation

(3) x(t) = Ht) + J"o' F(t, s, x(s), x(u(s))) ds

where  F is continuous in  t and x and  \F\  is locally Lebesgue integrable

and satisfies the hypothesis

\F.(t, s, x(s), xdiUWJlp.U)!-1

<Z gM^x^+tg'M^xAuAs))^',
*.tl7; ;'=1 j-\

\x\ < H < oo  where  g-y > 0, g!. > 0, py > 0, q. > 0, z , ;' = 1, 2, . . . , n,  and

/"«iyW|py(d|*'A<«, J"g,.y0)|pyUyW)r'*<~
or

(Hy) (H7) is satisfied and lim F.(/, 5, x(s), x(zz(s)))[p ,(/)]-1  exists

and is finite for almost all values of  s.

Then conditions (A) and (B) of Theorem 1 are satisfied for equation (3).

Still more generally let p = (pAt)) be a diagonal matrix, |p-0)| > 0, i = 1, 2,

. . . , n,  chosen in such a way that   \p(t)     h(t)\ < K.  Suppose that

IpUHFG, s, x(s), x(u(s)))\ <co(t, s, \p(s)-lx(s)\, |p(zz(s))-1x(zz(s))|)

where oj(t, s, r^, r2) is monotone in r.  for  i 4 j tor each (t, s, r). Then if

the solutions of the integral equation

y(t) = K+ J ' co(t, s, y(s), y(u(s)))ds

are bounded, the solutions of (3) satisfy x(t) = h(t) + p(t)a(t) with a(t)

bounded.  If in addition
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lim pit)~rFit, s, xis), xiuis)))
t — (x

exists and is finite for almost all values of s then lim ait) - a constant.

Remark 2.  Theorem 1 is quite general to include several results on the

asymptotic behavior and stability of Volterra integral equations and function-

al differential equations; for example, if p -it) = k • e~ at, a > 0, for every  i,

\h(t)\ < k • e~at and if  |fl..7, s)\ < k ■ e-aU-s) then (Hfi) is satisfied and if

(H4) is satisfied with fx,€rit) - e~      »"     dt < °°  and f°° e. .it) '       dt<oo

then the solutions of (1) in a neighborhood of the origin are uniformly asymp-

totically stable if ex > 0 and uniformly stable if a - 0; in particular, the rep-

resentation of the solution of the functional differential equation

x = Lit, x) + fit, xit), xiuit))),       x(9) = xit + 6),

(4) '
AC PxC([-r, 01, E"),       L:ft— E",

is linear, is given by

xit) = Tit)<p + J' Uit, s)fis, xis), xiuis))) ds,      T:C->C,

and if the solutions of

(5) y = LU y)

are uniformly asymptotically stable, then   ||T(<)|| < k • e~at, a > 0,  and

| Uit, s)\ <k • e~a^~s' and, by the reasoning above, if /  satisfies (H,) then

the solutions of (4) with %(0)  small enough are uniformly asymptotically sta-

ble; in particular, if the solutions of (5) are uniformly stable,   ||T(r)0||   is

bounded and | Uit, s)\  is bounded, and if /  satisfies (H6) with p -it) = k con-

stant, then the solutions of (4) are uniformly stable if x(0)   is small enough.

Consider now the systems

<6> x=Ait)x + fit, xit),  x(uit))) + git),

(7) • = A(t)y

satisfying the conditions:

l/,-U*.y>l<£ 7/')|*/y+i; ^(t)\y\\
1=1 ;=1

t..>0,    e'..>0,       p-,q.>0,       z, ;'= 1, 2, ... , 72,
l] —      ' l]   -      ' *7 7

|x| < H,     \y\ < H,     H <oc,

(H4}  f°° f..(r)|det p(t)\ expT- J*   TMs)ds~\ \p .(/)|"'|p .it)]-1 dt < «,

i, /= 1, 2, ... , n,       |p.(r)|>0,

J°VyM|det p(t)\ expf- yr   TAis)ds^\p.iu)\q'\PXt)\-ldt<oc,
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(H'5) f°°\gAt)\\detp(t)\ exp[- f'   TA{s)tk\\piU)\-1dt<-.

The following theorem generalizes Theorem 1 of Ladas [5], Theorem 1 of

Marusiak [6] for delay equations and several theorems on the asymptotic be-

havior of ordinary differential equations, in particular Theorem 2.1 of Hallam

[2], Theorem 1 of Waltman [9], Theorem 2.1 of Ize [3], and was proved in [4]
ct._ a ._l . r

when (7) is the particular system y. = C .t  '     1    y.   considered by Ize in L3J.

Theorem 2.  Suppose there exists a diagonal matrix p(t) = (p At)), \p.(t)\

> 0, z = 1, 2.n, such that for every solution y(t)  of (7), y At) =

(a. + o(l))p At).   Let f  and g satisfy (H') and (ti') and let r = max Ap., q.).

Then:   (A) If r > 1,  for every solution y(t) = (y., y_, . . . , y )   of (7) with

|y(0|   small enough there exists a solution x(t)  of (6) with x(tf) = z(tf)

such that x At) = z At) + (a. + o(l)).   (B)  If r < I  then for every solution y(t)

of (7) there exists a solution y(t)   of (6) with y(tQ) = z(tf)  such that y At) =

z .(t) + (a. + o(l))p .(/), z = 1, 2, . . . , zz,  and conversely for every solution

x(t)   of (6) there exists a solution y(t)  of (7) with y(tf) = x(tf)  such that

x.(t) = y{(t) + (a.+ o(l))p.(t), i= 1, 2, ... , n.

In particular, if there exists a solution of (7) such that x At) = z At) +

(a. + o(l))p.(t)  with (a,, a., . . . , a ) -f 0 then there exists at least a solu-1                  r 1                           1       2'            '     n

tion x(t)  of (6) such that lim^^ (x.(t)/p.(t)) = b{, i = 1, 2.n,   with

(bv b2,..., b)4 0.

Proof.   A general solution of (6) can be written in the form

x(t) = y(t)+   f   U(t)U-Ks)f(s,x(s),x(tAs)))ds+   P U(t)U-L(s)g(s) ds.
J tQ JO

By [3, Lemma 3, p. 8]   U(f) • U~Ks) = C;>(z, s)  where

det C'irU, s)
c ■ (t, s) = -^-—-

det U(s)

and (C. (t, sj)  is the matrix which we obtain by substitution of the row of or-

der  i of matrix  U(t) in the row of order r in the matrix   U(s).  Then if  U(t) =

(yu(t)), i, /= 1, 2, ... , n,

C. (t, s)=  T  y..(t).:G As)
it *-^   Jit rl

1=1

=  Z  y^P^p^-'p (s)~l det p(s)Url(s)
1=1

= p. (t)p(s)-1 det p( s)  £   Drl(t, s)

1=1

where  E>rl(t, s)  is a bounded function and lim^^ E>rl(t, s)  exists, since

llmz-.°o yudi^-Pi(fi\~    exists by hypothesis.
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By the Jacobi-Liouville formula we have

det Uit) = k exp ( - V TTiAis)) ds\ ,      TQ > tQ,

and

C.it, s) = - |exp -fS TUiv)) dv\ pXtip/Hs) det pis)  £  D^it, s),
k L 7 -J « = 1

then

x.(t)      y;(f)

"p7^ = "rvw

+ i-  f; det p(s) [exp-fs Tr(AW)dJ]  £ p^U) £  Df|(«, s)

+ / (s, xis), xiuis))) ds

+ i r; detp(s)rexP-r r(A7,))jJ £ p-'w f D„(«,S)gU)
K -"o L -"0 J7=1 /=1

by substitution of /(s, x(s), x(zA7)) given by hypothesis (H',); the reasoning

is the same used in Theorem 1 and we conclude that x .it) = y Xt) +

(fl. + o(l))p.7).

We have only to prove now that there exists a solution xu) for which

lim     00(xj.(r)/pj.(f)) = b{   with  b{ 4- 0 for at least one  z.

By hypothesis there exists at least a solution  yit)  of (7) for which

lira     ^iy{(t)/p \\i)) = a{ with  a. 4 0 for some   i.

From the proof of Theorem 2 and [2, Lemma l], it is not difficult to see that

1       rtn
lim ——   f     y   C.it, s)fis, xis), xiuis))) ds

«-~p.(t)Ji0,= l     "

+ —!- f y c.it, s)hXs)ds = A.

with  |A.| < fl. if  tQ  is large enough, then

lim (x it)/p Xt)) = a.+ A. 4 0.
j—>rx> * 1

To prove that, if  r< 1, for every solution x7)  of (6) there exists a solu-

tion y(r) of (7) such that x((t) = y{(t) + (a. + o(l))pt.(t),  since every solution

of (6) has this form, we have only to write  y(t) given by the integral equa-

tion

yit) = xit) -  f   U(t)U-l(s)f(s, xis), xiuis))) ds-   [' uit) U~ Hs) gis) ds
Jt0 Jt0

As a simple application of Theorem 2 consider the equation
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*<»> + /(/, x(t), x^Kt) ... x(»-l\t), x(u.(t)), x(1\uAt))

...x(n-l)(u (t))) = 0.

( ) "
As every solution of  y      = 0  has the form

yu)(t) = C,.+ C..t+ ... .+ C      . .t"-\
J Uz 11 n—1,1 '

i = 0, 1, ... , zz - 1,  every solution of (8) has the form

x«Xt) = C0.+ C1.+ ..,+ Cn_..t«-i+(a.+ o(l))/-S

p.(/) = ««-«',       z=0, 1, ...,«- 1.

In particular there is a nonoscillatory solution of (8) satisfying

linx     00(x'-"~lKt)/tn~l) = C      ■ . -f 0 for every  i,  and this result generalizes

Theorem 1 of [5] and Theorem 1 of [6],   Particularly if (7) is the general sin-

gular system considered in [3] then equation (6) which in this case contains

(8) will have a solution satisfying  lim     x(x At)/ta') = b..

Example.  The differential equation

(9) s'(t) = -l3(t)s(t)[2y(t) + s(t -14)-s(t- 12)] + y(t)

is a delay differential equation, studied by J. A. Yorke [10] which describes

how the measles spreads through a population as a function of time, where

s(t)  is the number of susceptible individuals, /3(i)  is a proportionality con-

stant that is seasonally dependent, having a one-year period, and y(t)  is the

rate at which susceptible individuals enter the population (through net immi-

gration or birth).  If  l(t)   is the number of infectious individuals,

Kt)=   f1-12 f3(x)s(x)l(x)dx=   ft-l2[y(x)-s'(x)1dx.
Jr- 14   ^ J<-14

Equation (9) can be written in the form

(10) s'(t) = -2/3(t)y(t)s(t) - j3(t)[s(t - 14) - s(t - I2)1s(t) + y(t).

Then if p(t) = exp - 2 /„' fi(t)y(t) dt,   uA.t) = t - 14,  up) = t - 12,

\f(t, X, y)\ = \-(3(t)[s(t - 14) - s(t - I2)1s(t)\

< |i3a)[|s(/)|2 + l4\s(t- 14)|2 + ]A\s(t - 12)|21,

g(t) = yit)  under certain circumstances, it is possible to have hypotheses

(H') and (H') satisfied, that is:

/°° PU) exp [-2 fl |8(r)y(r)<frj dt < oo,

f°° p(t) exp [-2 fi~U f3(r)y(r) dt + 2 JC j3(t)y(r) dtl dt < oo,

f°° Pit) exp ["-2 Jo'_ 12 j8(r)y(r) dt + 2 f* (3(t)y(t) zirl dt < oo,
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J°° yit) exp J2 £ ft(r)y(r) avI dt < «,.

Under these conditions by Theorem 2 there is a solution for  s(0)   small

enough such that

sit) = exp [-2 £ yir)ftir)dA [a + oil)].
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